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Augmented specialist knowledge orchestrated
for better actions, decisions and outcomes
Better, faster and cheaper processes for augmenting specialist knowledge,
orchestrated to guide human actions, decisions and outcomes.
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Disruption is the new norm … the default is digital
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Expect everything that can and
should be automated will be
automated without the human
touch

Everything else must be
augmented to empower humans
with the specialist knowledge for
actions, decisions and outcomes

“By 2024, 80% of hyperautomation
offerings will have limited specialist
knowledge.”

The digitisation of any type of
specialist knowledge is our target
market
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The challenge … knowledge is the constraint
Specialist Knowledge

The illiquidity¹ of specialist
knowledge means the time,
cost and risk to quickly adapt is
highly problematic

Regulations

Policies

Procedures

Compliance

Standards

Guidelines

Instructions

Training

¹ Knowledge illiquidity is when it is contained in a
state that cannot quickly and accurately be
exchanged without a substantial loss in value.
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The most valuable specialist knowledge contains algorithms, which define the rules and
instructions for solving a problem in a finite set of steps.
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The problem … specialist knowledge is illiquid

Subject Matter Experts
(tacit knowledge)
Specialist knowledge
influences choices,
pathways and outcomes

This specialist knowledge does not easily flow (illiquid). As a consequence, it
incurs unacceptable social and governance risks, meaning they are:

But where can you find
this knowledge in the
organisation?
Documents / Content
(explicit knowledge)
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▪

Interpreted and applied inconsistently everywhere

▪

Hard to understand, easy to misunderstand

▪

Applied without transparency and traceability

▪

Subject to undue influence

▪

Slow and prolonged to improve

▪

Not measurable

▪

Prone to deep systemic risks with unintended effects

▪

Difficult to ensure safeguarding and compliance
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What is the purpose of knowledge liquidity?
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Sustainable
excellence

Achieve more for
the same cost

Pivot and respond
at pace

Safeguard from
human error

Transparent
governance

Growing portfolio

16X Productivity

Easy to change

Instant upskilling

Full audit trail

Enrich & extend
(evidence-based)

Circa 8 seconds per
dialogue-step

Latest version
instantly assured

Reduce nano
decision risks

Continuous
intelligence
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Augment and orchestrate specialist knowledge
Better

Faster

Encode

Hyperautomate

Knowledge
Map(s)

Digital Agents
& Orchestration¹

Cheaper
Streamlined

Interactions
Anytime, Anywhere

Better

Better

Measure

Enrich & Extend

Continuous
Intelligence

Knowledge
Map(s)
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¹ Orchestrate at any level of granularity such as narrative, data input, picture, video,
calculation, event, API integration with other applications etc
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Augmented specialist knowledge orchestrated for
better actions, decisions and outcomes … where to start
•
•
•
•
•

Tangible

▪ Any disruption is a journey of learning

▪ We have the methods, technology, and services
▪ The first step is to select a target area(s)
▪ We will then deliver Proof(s) of Value
▪ And so the journey begins
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Starting Point

Intangible

▪ You have the specialist knowledge

Knowledge Assets

▪ This is a collaborative journey

Sustainable excellence
Achieve more for the same cost
Pivot and respond at pace
Safeguard from human error
Transparent governance

Narrow

Knowledge Liquidity

Broad
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Our collaboratively methodology is designed to augment
specialist knowledge in context to a clear purpose
Knowledge

Critical thinking

Critical analysis

Proof of Value

Evaluate

problem

Knowledge Purpose

•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable excellence
Achieve more for the same cost
Pivot and respond at pace
Safeguard from human error
Transparent governance

Contextual Knowledge

Digitise Knowledge

New Value Assessment

Evaluation

Subject Matter Experts
(tacit knowledge)
Synthesis
(Knowledge Map’s)

•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable excellence
Achieve more for the same cost
Pivot and respond at pace
Safeguard from human error
Transparent governance

Personas & Stakeholders
Documents / Content
(explicit knowledge)

Beyond the Problem
(Scenarios, Strategy,
New Model and Priorities)

Digital Agents

Interactions
Landscape: Mind Mapping,
Evidence and Road Map
Measure
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Production Ready

Next Steps: Scenarios, Strategy, New
Model and Priorities
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Appendices: some illustrations of our technology
including meta data and interoperability
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Augmented Specialist Knowledge: the Knowledge Map and Symbols
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3
The Knowledge Map creator(s)
build and test an easy to follow,
step-by-step dialogue, that will
1

New language to codify rule-based
knowledge using Symbols, Symbol
Properties and Methods

2

Collaborative teams translate
complex written rules, into simple
logic steps within a “Knowledge
Map”
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guide the user along a Pathway.
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Augmented Specialist Knowledge: the Knowledge Map and Symbol Properties
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5
The Symbol and its Properties
establish a new form of meta data
4
Each Symbol contains Properties,

that underpins human
interactions.

which is used to define the
dialogue narrative and orchestrate
actions.
6
Uncertainty at the point of a
decision can be enriched with an
option that leads to a Pathway for
instant upskilling.

7
A Symbol Properties can
orchestrate allowable actions such
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as an Image, Video, Data Input,
Code(s), and Adaptive Card.
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Augmented Specialist Knowledge: the Knowledge Map and Methods

Document

8

There are a variety of ways, such
as using a blend of dialogue and a
picture, for the user to verify they
have made the right choice.

9
Part of the inbuilt Methods
ensures the circuit of the
Knowledge Map is complete,
which helps the creator(s) with

logical thinking.
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10

11

The embedded Methods result

A completed Knowledge Map

with transparent and stronger

generates an Azure¹ Digital Agent

algorithms consisting of Choices,

(nocode), as a software service

Pathways and Outcomes.

available for human interaction.

¹ Azure is Microsoft’s Intelligent Cloud, Intelligent Edge highly scalable infrastructure-as-a-service

Augmented Specialist Knowledge: interacting with the Digital Agent
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12

The Digital Agent is accessible
from mobile, the web and
applications.
15
This style may look familiar as it is using a conversational
front-end found in social platforms, mobile apps and
websites. Behind the scenes there are several very
important differences to note, including:
13
The user experience is simplified
and streamlined as dialogue is
used as a step-by-step guide to
reach the best fit Outcome.

14
Along with the dialogue contextual
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data input can be requested,
which paves the way to digitise
forms, surveys and questionnaires.

▪ Digital Agents can handle any number of parallel
conversations unlike human agents.
▪ AI cannot be deployed as machines cannot be allowed
to upend and change regulation, policy and procedural
rules.
▪ The interaction can transverse across multiple Digital
Agents, each specializing in a different area of
expertise, thus coping with any level of complexity.
▪ The user is masked from the complexity as each step is
automatically generated in context to the current step
within a Pathway.
▪ The Digital Agent can handover to a human expert thus
coping with ambiguity at the edge of codified
knowledge.
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Augmented Specialist Knowledge: managing complexity and masking complexity

Document

16

A Digital Agent is interoperable as
it can seamlessly handover to
another Digital Agent with

18

different expertise to continue

A Digital Agent can seamlessly

the dialogue.

handover to a human such as a
Subject Matter Expert.
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17

19

Complex interoperable

Repetitive patterns of handover to

ecosystems can be created by

a Subject Matter Expert could be

using the Knowledge Map to link

the evidence needed to capture

from one Digital Agent to another.

this knowledge and extend the
Knowledge Map.
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Augmented Specialist Knowledge: compliance automation and metrics
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20
Every decision-step along a
pathway is automatically captured
in real-time for compliance and

new forms of intelligence.

21
Meta data from Symbols and

22

Symbol Properties enables analysis

Efficiency and effectiveness can be

of Dialogue-Steps, Pathways

measured. Just as importantly, the

Outcomes.

emergent evidence can be used
for benchmarking and predictions.
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Augmented Specialist Knowledge: dialogue-data as emergent evidence

Document

Regulation is simplified and streamlined

1

2

Monitor the human interaction

3

Trace the journey from start (S) to outcome (O)

Count dialogue-steps from start to outcome

4

Human Interaction
Scripted
Dialogue

Step 1

1
4

2

Step 2

Individual or
Organisation

Cloud Digital
Agent

Analyse aggregated patterns

5
User decision journey
consists of 5 dialogue-steps

Shows user decision journey
consists of 2 dialogue-steps with
an end-point that is not an
outcome (outstanding steps are
needed)

Text or voice across all digital touchpoints

5

X

3

Every dialogue-step is captured as data

6

Universal and unifying language
Encode a
Knowledge Map

X = the scripted narrative has
influenced individual behaviour
to reverse their decision

Real-time transparency – emergent evidence

7

Human interaction is masked from complexity

Cloud Digital
Agent

X

Measure the end-to-end user decision journey

8

Continuous intelligence and benchmarking

Agent 1
1
Agent 2

Colour lines represent different
individual decision journeys
showing which outcomes were
reached and not reached

2

=

Agent 3
Outcome

4

6

Symbols contain scripted
dialogue¹, data input²,
images and video

3

Software service
accessible from
digitalised touchpoints³

5

An agent’s pathway can passthrough
to another agent. In this case, there
are 6 dialogue-steps to reach an
outcome across 3 agents.
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Automatically build Digital Agents (no-code)

Encode any permutation of complexity

New type of data for compliance and analytics

www.df2020.com
¹ The narrative can include hyperlinks to documents, websites etc. ² Contextual data input can replace conventional forms, surveys and
questionnaires. ³ Linked to any type of Conversational User Interface including voice and social media.

Technology landscape² (proven and tested)
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Customised Application Layer (re: branding and design for each client) and Managed Services
PWA4 for
mobile & web

Digital
Agent

Dialogue

Anomalies &
Alerts

Multi-Agency
Cases

Dialogue Services

The Platform

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Knowledge Maps
Symbols & Properties
Methods
Links
Data Input Tables
Test & Publish
Co-Development

Capture
Dialogue-Step

Narrative
Data Input
Picture
Video
Adaptive Card²
Pickup Code (s)
Cognitive Services¹

▪
▪
▪
▪

Verbatim
Dialogue Type³
Date / Time
Decision Flow
▪ Next
▪ Back
▪ Option

Collect & Transform
(Logstash)

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Audit Trail

Digital Escrow

Examine

Search & Analyze
(Elastic Search)

Structured
Semi-Structured
Unstructured
Multiple Formats
X-Ref to code systems

Digital Governance Services
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Measurements
& Benchmarks

Patterns (Hindsight,
Insight and Foresight)

Data Services (Elastic Stack – includes Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)

Dialogue-Step
Orchestration

Digital Agent
Ecosystem

Feedback
Loops

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Find
Identify Anomalies
Hindsight
Insight
Foresight
Patterns

Visualise & Manage
(Kibana)

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Benchmarks
Key Performance Indicators
Dashboards
User Decision Journeys
Pathway Analytics
Outcome Analytics

API interoperability with other Applications (includes alerts and actions)

Report

Forensic Cases

Office Tasks

Case Mgmt.

CRM / HR

ERP

Data Warehouse

Event Processes
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End-to-End Security and Protection of Data ………………….. Compliance Automation ………………….. Continuous Intelligence
¹ Includes language translation if necessary; ² Adaptive Cards is a Microsoft standard https://adaptivecards.io/; 3 Dialogue Type = Start,
Choice, Note, Outcome; 4 PWA = Progressive Web Apps
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Augmented specialist knowledge orchestrated
for better actions, decisions and outcomes
Better, faster and cheaper processes for augmenting specialist knowledge,
orchestrated to guide human actions, decisions and outcomes.
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